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1.

Transition Wilmslow Response August 2017

Transition Wilmslow welcomes the NP Emerging policies document and many of the
proposed objectives, policies and aspirations.
In addition to the stated objectives of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport, Access and Infrastructure
Natural Environment
Housing
Businesses
Community, Leisure and Recreation
Town centre
Healthy Communities
Heritage Assets

we suggest the addition of three cross cutting themes which are applicable to each of the
“vertical” themes (above) and allow linkage between them:
•
•
•

Health and Wellbeing (Activity)
Disabled Access
Climate Change
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2.

Cross Cutting Themes

The rationale for these is as follows:

2.1.

Health and Well Being/Activity

We are an ageing and relatively inactive population with increasing incidence of mental
health problems (particularly depression, anxiety and social isolation) and physical
problems such as obesity and type 2 diabetes, putting us at risk of strokes and heart
attacks. 19% of men and 26% of women do less than 30 minutes of activity a week which
results in a significant risk to their health (Health Survey for England 2012). Overweight
and lack of activity also result in musculoskeletal disorders such as arthritis and chronic
pain which contribute significantly to physical disability. There are important mental health
benefits of physical exercise including reduced anxiety, improved mood, reduced feelings
of stress and reduced depression (www.mind.org.uk).Our neighbourhoods and
communities contribute very significantly to our health with only about 10% of a
population’s health being linked to access to health resources; the rest is linked to other
aspects of the world in which we live, including housing, transport, family and friends and
income (See Appendix 1 and Appendix 2). Reviewing each of the objectives, policies and
aspirations in terms of their impact on health and wellbeing will be important for the health
of our population now and in the future. We are particularly inspired by the organisation
Active Cheshire (activecheshire.org) and the concept of Active Towns which engages the
whole community (and all of its community infrastructure) in the encouragement and
facilitation of physical activity. We would propose that the NP should suggest the
establishment of Wilmslow as an Active Town.

2.2.

Disabled Access

Disability is common, affecting one child in twenty and 19% of the working population
(www.dlf.org.uk). As an ageing population, we see increasing numbers of people living
with disability. This includes physical disabilities such as musculoskeletal disorders, the
effects of brain diseases such as dementia, Parkinson’s disease and stroke, vision and
hearing impairment, and mental health problems. People with disability need access to
physical activity as much or more than the healthy population, and yet they are much less
likely to be able to access it. Much of the NP is related to objectives, policies and
aspirations about transport, green spaces, recreation, leisure and cultural activities without
mention of access for people with disabilities. A cross cutting theme on disabled access
would ensure that all plans have the needs of people with a variety of disabilities in mind.

2.3.

Climate Change
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The evidence for climate change is overwhelming and is demonstrated by global
temperature rise, warming oceans, shrinking ice sheets, glacial retreat, decreased snow
cover, sea level rise, declining arctic sea ice, extreme weather events and ocean
acidification (www.climate.nasa.gov). We need to try to reduce future climate change by
reducing carbon emissions (mitigation) and to design our town to be resilient to the effects
of climate change (adaptation).
A Neighbourhood Plan can support:
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptation to climate change through planning for resilience to adverse events (e.g.
flooding and extreme weather) in the plan
Mitigation of climate change through renewable energy
Mitigation of climate change through energy efficiency
Mitigation of climate change through sustainable transport
Adapting to climate change by promoting biodiversity and strengthening the green
infrastructure

(Centre for Sustainable Energy Guide to neighbourhood Plans 2016
https://www.cse.org.uk/news/view/2079)
(see Appendix 3)

3.

The Neighbourhood Plan Vision Statement

Transition Wilmslow (www.transitionwilmslow.co.uk) shares the aspiration of the NP
Policies but would suggest a rewording of the vision as follows:
To sustain and enhance a healthy and active dynamic community within Wilmslow which
protects its special built and natural character and which promotes a people friendly and
green environment with an increasingly attractive, interesting and thriving town centre.

4.

Review of Suggested Outline Policies and Aspirations

In reviewing the suggested policies and aspirations we have given special emphasis to the
three cross-cutting issues highlighted above – health and wellbeing/activity, disabled
access and responding to climate change.

4.1.

Town Centre and Commerce

Aspirations
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A1: Cultural Activities: to support and promote local markets and develop the town’s social
and cultural activities:
•

•

•

We strongly support this objective which will support health and wellbeing/activity by
encouraging people to get out and socialise; disabled access will be essential to
ensure equal access; and local cultural activities and markets add local resilience in
the community by encouraging local food production, reduced food miles and
reduced need for car use by shopping locally.
The Artisan Market is a great success but is only monthly; would local people
support a weekly food market? The website www.loveyourlocalmarket.co details
many of the social benefits of markets. Knutsford and Altrincham
(http://www.altrinchammarket.co.uk) maintain regular markets: why can’t Wilmslow?
(supports TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC9; an evening market like Altrincham’s would
support TC4 Night time economy).
Cultural spaces: in order to facilitate the efficient use of cultural spaces by the
community we could: (see also A9)

A. Theatre: Consider converting the Old Stables in the Leisure Centre car park to a
studio theatre/music space with good acoustics
B. Cinema: Work with existing businesses (eg The Old Dancer in Grove Street which
has a weekly film series) but also consider film spaces for people with disability
(The Old Dancer’s space is upstairs) and children and young people (under 18s
can’t access licensed premises). Few sites in Wilmslow have cinema licences.
Consider children’s film clubs, high school film club, classic film club for older
people.
C. Cultural facilities should not exclude community activities because of cost (currently
The Evans Theatre rent is very high (eg the Alderley and Wilmslow Musical Theatre
Company were charged £3,262 for 5 days in November 2016 and the Wilmslow
Symphony Orchestra charged £600 a day by CEC). This precludes the use of these
spaces by anything other than those groups which can charge high ticket prices,
despite the fact that the Evans legacy was arts for all in Wilmslow.
D. Develop a log of details of community spaces with a central booking system to
facilitate efficient use of spaces available. There are town wide websites such as
Get Into Wilmslow but these are not widely used and do not provide this level of
detail. Stockport council maintain a website with this detail
(https://www.stockport.gov.uk/topic/community-buildings) and we understand
Marple has something similar.
A2: Support Links to the Town Centre: develop better connectivity between the town and
local attractors:
•

We support the development of connectivity both WITHIN and OUTSIDE the town
linking with local attractors
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•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

This links with health and wellbeing (increased physical activity if policies promote
active transport such as walking, cycling and public transport); disabled access
(ensure all connections are accessible to people with disabilities) and climate
change (encouraging active transport).
We are concerned about cycling and pedestrian routes within and outside the town
centre (overgrown hedges narrowing pavements, parking on pavements, poor
pavement surfaces, poor lighting (lighting essential for security after dark and for
accessibility for people with visual impairment).
We suggest planning policies consider how pavements can be maintained as safe
places to walk (including users of wheel chairs, walking frames, prams and buggies,
small children with scooters, people with disability and sensory impairment).
The Royal Town Planning Institute has developed key town planning policies for
people with dementia, and the NP should reference these
(http://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/2213533/dementia_and_town_planning_final.compres
sed.pdf which includes good design principles for people with dementia:
Familiar Environment: functions of place are obvious, any changes are small scale
and incremental
Legible environment….clear signs at decision points
Distinctive Environment: a variety of landmarks, with architectural features in a
variety of styles and materials, ..a variety of practical features including trees and
street furniture
Accessible environment: land uses are mixed with shops and services within a 5-10
minute walk from housing. Entrances are ..obvious and easy to use and conform to
disabled access regulations
Comfortable Environment: open space is well defined with toilets, seating, shelter
and good lighting. Background and traffic noise should be minimised through
planting and fencing. Street clutter is minimal to not impede walking or distract
attention
Safe environment: footpaths are wide, flat and non slip, development is orientated
to creating dark shadows or bright glare
Use of these principles throughout the town would not only be good for people with
dementia but good for everyone.
Consider reducing the pressure on roads in the town centre and improving access
for active transport through town centre links from a car park on the other side of
the railway line. The charity Living Streets suggests “Park and Stride”
(https://www.livingstreets.org.uk/media/2035/park-and-stride-print.pdf) This
proposal suggests a designated, well lit car park where children can be dropped off
and collected at a short distance from schools, with a safe, traffic free walking route
into school which encourages physical activity, reduces pollution and car
congestion, and saves parental time and frustration.
A Park and Stride car park could be placed on the A34 with appropriate safe routes
into town/the station/schools/shops for all of the community. This could be part of
the GMPTE proposals for better transport integration and is already happening at
some Cheshire stations.
There is very good evidence for the use of 20mph speed limits on residential roads
(http://www.20splenty.org) for safety and better access to road space and
pavements for active transport and play. We support adoption of 20s plenty in
Wilmslow’s residential roads.
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•

•

We support the idea of adopting Active Cheshire policies to support “Active
Wilmslow” and would suggest all new developments are asked to provide “Active
Wilmslow Routes” (green, child and disabled friendly active transport signed routes)
to local services such as schools, shops, transport hubs and medical facilities.
Develop active transport links to areas of interest including Styal Mill and Lindow
Moss

These suggestions relate to TA2, TA3, TA5, TC3, TC6, TC9.
A3: Retail Servicing: No specific comment
A4 Public Realm Strategy and A5 Greening the Town Centre:
We suggest that A4 and A5 should be considered as one aspiration, as greening the town
centre will support the development of the public realm. Improving ease and convenience
of pedestrian movement, linking public spaces and promoting town centre events link with
well considered landscaping.
This contributes to health and wellbeing through an active transport strategy and
increasing peoples’ engagement with the community, as well as the beneficial effect of
exposure to green infrastructure; needs to address the issues of disabled access through
routes that are user friendly to a variety of needs (including visual and physical impairment
and users of assistive devices such as walking frames) with clear signage; and contribute
to resilience and combating climate change through reduced vehicle use and better green
infrastructure, and use of SuDS (sustainable drainage systems).
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/research/engineeringGeology/urbanGeoscience/suds/what.html) to
avoid flooding.
•
•

Use SuDS in the development of roads and paths to reduce flooding
Develop green walkways (well lit paths with plants and trees) to guide people safely
from transport hubs into the town centre.

A6: Tourism strategy:
Encourage more visitors and tourists into the town
•

Suggest visitors and tourists are reviewed separately. Tourists need
accommodation, need to be encouraged into the town from afar, and could make
several visits to different places in the locality. Visitors are more likely to be local
and visit for specific reasons. Altrincham has been able to encourage visitors from
across the region through its new Market and other attractions such as the cinema.

•

Wilmslow could develop a very positive reputation as a “Green and Pleasant Town”
by developing its green infrastructure.

Policies
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TC1: Support for businesses: support, but make it easier for people working locally or
accessing visitors to support an Active Wilmslow by encouraging active transport.
TC2: Retail: support. Agree these “Anchor Locations” are important.
TC3: Visitor Facilitation: agree; there is provision in the NP and the Local plan for hotel
accommodation. Making the town centre more interesting and attractive would support
this. Active transport links to places of interest (Styal Mill, Lindow Moss) will interest day
visitors especially if Wilmslow develops a reputation as a place that supports active
transport particularly walking and cycling to local attractions, and as a place that is
disabled/dementia friendly.
TC4: Night time Economy: Altrincham market is an exemplar.
•

Consider comfortable and well maintained covered seating and tables (? In the
space opposite bank square, Sparrow park) which would support pop up food/drink
stalls in the evenings; a pop up cinema and music events in the summer.

TC5: Strategic Areas
•

•

•

Green lane: Green Lane is currently an eye sore. The Wilmslow Trust produced a
plan in 2013 (http://www.wilmslow.co.uk/news/article/8036/radical-proposals-forshared-space-scheme) to radically change the layout around Sparrow park and
Green lane. These plans should be reviewed again perhaps separately from the
most controversial element, the shared space scheme.
The park by the fire station and police station. Consider redesigning this space as a
more pleasant place to sit and to play, with dog free spaces and barriers to prevent
children running on to the road. This would contribute to health and wellbeing
(green spaces to enjoy, more play spaces), climate change resilience (enhancing
and maintaining a green space) and disabled access by providing a pathway
suitable for people with walking difficulties or other disablities. Linking this park to a
green walk way to Gorsey Bank School (for example through the ginnel on Bourne
Street and then creation of a safe path along the edge of Lindow Common, then
with a safe crossing on Altrincham Road) would encourage more parents to walk
with their children to school and provide a park for post school play.
TC5d: car parking: reduce the need for in town car parking through the proposed
Park and Stride car park; we would very strongly oppose the creation of a
multistorey car park on the Sainsbury’s car park site as this would have a very
deleterious effect on the public realm in this important part of the town; we should
consider promoting the green space in this car park (for example the Incredible
Edible beds) rather than reducing it.

TC6: New Public Realm Developments
We have addressed this in our proposals for better active transport links, green walkways
and cycle routes, and links to transport hubs. This would be supported by the idea of
developing Wilmslow as a “green and pleasant town”.
TC7: Local retail centres
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Agree this is important to encourage local shops and a sense of place, and would be
encouraged by good signage from the town centre and safe green active travel ways that
are accessible to everyone. Towns like Altrincham and Stockport are developing policies
to actively support local businesses such as via the proposed Stockport Produce Hall.
Policies should be developed to encourage new traders via Pop Up shops and stalls.
TC8 Servicing: no specific comment
TC9: Pedestrian movement
We have covered much of this through suggestions around Active Wilmslow routes,
encouragement of active transport, and disabled access. These need to be underpinned
by high quality walkway infrastructure and policies to discourage pavement parking.

4.2.

The Natural Environment

NE1 Countryside Character: preserve the distinctive character of the countryside,
surrounding Wilmslow, linking to the Wilmslow Character Assessment.
•

We fully support this policy and the pivotal importance of the LCA. We suggest that
we should support policies to link the countryside with the town rather than
separating the policies about the countryside and those of the town. This refers
back to previous comments about cycling/walking pathways from the town to sights
of interest, and within the town. It also supports the emerging “green links” policy.

•

We suggest “making Green Lane green” perhaps by re-routing buses, green walls,
moss walls, tree planting to give an interesting entry point to the town centre.

NE2 River Valley Landscapes: We fully support this policy which also supports green
routes from the countryside into the town along the rivers. We note that the National Trust
have recently submitted a Catchment in Trust bid to enhance routes along the Bollin valley
and this policy should be developed in discussion with the National Trust (contact:
Christopher Widger). We also suggest a feasibility study of a combined scheme for microhydro and fish pass on the River Bollin at the Town Weir in Wilmslow Park to complement
recent investment downstream at Quarry Bank Mill.
NE3 Green Links and NE4 Countryside Access: We suggest that these policies should be
considered together.
We fully support the development of green links and countryside access FOR ALL
(including disabled access) within and outside the town. There are good examples of this
in other towns eg Banbury.
We suggest the NP group consider the “green necklace” approach to town planning which
has been used in a number of towns and cities in the USA (Appendix 5).
NE5 Biodiversity: We fully support not only the conservation of biodiversity but also its
promotion to support pollinators, food growing and mitigate against climate change. It
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also provides a more visually appealing environment, more interesting gardens including
sensory gardens also support people with disability.
•

•

We suggest working with existing groups (Wilmslow in Bloom, Incredible Edible,
Transition Wilmslow, Women’s Institute) who have an existing track record in
developing community beds, orchards and gardens. Support them in planting
butterfly gardens and “fruity corners” throughout the town. There are many spaces
in Wilmslow such as the green area by the BP garage, the green area at the back of
Hoopers, and by the entrance to the Leisure centre car park, where biodiverse
planting could be encouraged.
There are organisations such as www.plantlife.org.uk who have developed
guidelines for councils to support biodiversity in road verges, such as late mowing
(after flowering) and we suggest CEC are asked to support this.

NE6 Climate Resilience: We strongly support this policy but feel it needs to be worded
more strongly. Building needs to be sustainable (e.g. avoid areas prone to flooding, or
building on shrinkable soils such as the peat soils around Lindow Moss) and needs to
have green features such as green walls, moss walls, green roofs, SuDS paving and a
tree planting strategy. In many parts of Wilmslow gardens are underlain by sandy soils
which are particularly effective for infiltration and storage of rainwater, thus reducing the
risk of surface water flooding. This functionality needs to be conserved.
NE7 Green Infrastructure: Note that NE5, NE6 and NE7 are all interlinked and should
probably be considered as one policy. We suggest working with groups such as In Bloom
to develop Wilmslow as a “green and pleasant town” in its built environment, in town
and out of town routes for active transport and in the surrounding countryside. This would
also support tourism and encourage visitors.
We suggest that the wider Lindow Moss landscape (including the current peat working
area) is identified as a potential ‘green infrastructure asset’. At present peat (fossil
carbon) is still being extracted from the peat working area and the surrounding Lindow
Moss landscape, which consists of peaty soils, is drying out. The soils are being oxidised
(releasing CO2 to the atmosphere) and peat shrinkage is causing problems for buildings
and other structures. A comprehensive restoration plan would aim to raise the level of
ground water and so reduce or even reverse this process of attrition, enabling the
landscape to function once again as a carbon sink.

4.3.

Community, Leisure and Recreation

CR1 Community Facilities: A policy that identifies key community facilities….we agree.
This links to our earlier comments (A1 point D) about a website and online booking
system, as well as comments about hire costs (A1 point C).
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CR2 Leisure facilities: including Open Space: we agree; this fits with our ambition for an
Active Wilmslow. Small open spaces in the town (eg the fire station park) could also be
developed as safe play areas and “open gyms”.
CR3 Local Green Spaces:
•

we agree that this is pivotal, there is a risk that policies will allow the building of
houses on all green “infill” spaces but these are essential for mitigation against
environmental pollution, cooling effects, shelter, pleasure and reduced stress.

•

We support the careful mapping and designation of green spaces with policies to
prevent future building on them

CR4 Playing Fields: we support this. Fits with “Active Wilmslow”.

4.4.

Townscape and Heritage

TH1 Residential Design:
• We support this, working through the Wilmslow Trust
TH2 Design for Other Uses:
•

Suggest add sustainable buildings, local materials, local procurement

TH3 Shop Frontages: no specific comment
TH4 Gateways: we strongly support this. We suggest gateways are used to maintain the
“green and pleasant” aspects of Wilmslow. These should include:
•

•
•
•

Green Corridors with a large tree planting policy (large trees are essential; we
already have large trees within the town but we no longer have a policy of planting
them…our large trees are “on borrowed time” and we need a programme of
replenishment
Green necklace: see comments above
Greening green lane, greening the fire station garden, the memorial garden, the
leisure centre ..these are potential green nodes on a green necklace surrounding
the town. This will attract tourists and visitors.
We suggest the formation of a “Wilmslow Fund” where instead of, for example,
funeral tributes, people could ask for donations to a fund to develop greening and
planting within the town. This could be supported by a town “tribute wall” where the
names of people being commerorated in this way could be displayed (eg the Life
Tree in Edinburgh http://celebratelife.rbge.org.uk/hope-tree).

TH5 Historic Landscapes:
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•

We support wholeheartedly the importance of preservation of Lindow Moss. We
have documented the reasons for our support comprehensively on our website
(https://transitionwilmslow.co.uk/lindow-moss/).

TH6 Historic assets
TH7 Local List
TH8 Historic Residential Character
We support these policies and would suggest a consideration of diversity of buildings in
addition. New housing developments tend to look the same.

4.5.

Transport, Access and Infrastructure

TA1 Residential Parking Standards: no objections
TA2 Sustainable Transport: We strongly support this and links to our comments in A2.
Sustainable (“active”: ie walking, cycling, public transport) transport is a key part of Active
Wilmslow/health and well being; disabled access (see comments about dementia friendly
town planning.
TA3 Railway Station Upgrade and Hub:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liaise with GMPTE re transport hub
Consider green walkway from station to town centre (consider making service road
in front of BP garage a walk/cycle way; look at crossing by the leisure centre (may
need lights: currently dangerous for pedestrians)
“Park and Stride” (see A2, TC5)
More covered bike storage at the station
Consider how “Bike and Go” could be made better use of
Consider taxi ranks at “Park and Stride” car park

TA4 Long stay car parking:
•
•

This could relate to the “Park and stride” car park.
Ensure any car parks have SuDS

TA5 Congestion and Traffic Flow:
•
•

Agree this is a problem. Could develop policies for minibus transport from station to
Waters and to Airport City (Astra Zeneca used to do this).
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4.6.

Housing

A17 Wilmslow Design Guide:
•

Agree many new builds are boringly similar; however provision of a Wilmslow
Design Guide is a major undertaking and we wonder how it will differ from CEC
Design Guide.

H1 Brownfield and Infill Sites:
•

•

This could encourage building on all green sites including small green spaces, and
front and rear gardens (we are already seeing loss of front gardens). This means
we are losing places to play, to relax, to de-stress, and the beneficial effects of trees
and green spaces in providing shading, cooling and interception and storage of
rainwater. Wilmslow’s current status as a ‘green and pleasant town’ is reflected in
a high level of urban biodiversity which in turn contributes to human enjoyment. A
policy which simply encourages infill and drives up density puts the ‘green and
pleasant town’ at serious risk.
We support a review and protection of in town green spaces.

H2 Strategic Sites:
•

As well as considering existing high quality design policies we would suggest
considering design for disability (eg the RTPI policy on designing for people with
dementia) and green principles of design (to build resilience to and mitigate against
climate change).

H3 Housing Mix:
•
•
•
•
•

We are unclear on what basis you state that “family homes and starter homes” are
the main priorities for housing.
We support a rigorous housing needs survey working with local housing
associations such as Peaks and Plains
We would suggest review of the needs for high quality social housing in the town
(not in “social housing ghettos”) which are sustainable reducing energy bills and
carbon emissions
We support the restoration and retrofitting of existing low quality housing stock.
Needs reference to building for people with disability (this is not just older peoples’
housing)

H4 Sustainable Homes:
•

Agree. Need to ensure high quality build to improve energy efficiency and reduce
energy bills

H5 Town Centre Housing
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•

Agree we should be looking at conversion of empty office spaces, flats above shops

H6 Houses of Multiple Occupation:
•

We agree that there is a need to provide accommodation for young /single people
who want to live or work in Wilmslow. However we have major concerns about
whether there is demonstrable evidence for HMOs and how successful future
ownership and management could be achieved. The definition of what can be
included as an HMO is very broad and could result in development which may not
be appropriate. Please see the attached link from The Residential Landlords
Association’s Housing Act Guide on HMO’s which provides good background
information:

https://www.rla.org.uk/landlord/guides/housing_act/docs/all/what_is_an_hmo.shtml
• The term “young professionals” could be seen as discriminatory.
• Consider more imaginative solutions such as Homeshare schemes and Co-Housing
schemes which may be more viable, higher quality and more appealing than a
privately run HMO.
H7 Access to transport and infrastructure:
•

Links to active routes, building for disabled (see above)

H8 Residential gateways:
•

5.

Relates to green walkways, active transport (see previous comments)

Appendices

Appendix 1: Determinants of Health: Health Foundation 2017, link
Appendix 2: How do our surroundings influence our health? Health Foundation 2017, link
Appendix 3: Low Carbon Neighbourhood Planning, Centre for Sustainable Energy 2016,
link
Appendix 4: Park and Stride: Living Streets 2017, link
Appendix 5: Green Necklace Powerpoint, City of Vancouver, 2017, link
Appendix 6: Dementia and Town Planning, RTPI, 2017, link

